In that report solution to incompressible Navier -Stokes equations in non -dimensional form will be presented. Standard fundamental methods: SIMPLE, SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) and Vorticity-Stream function approach are compared and results of them are analyzed for standard CFD test case -Drived Cavity flow. Different aspect ratios of cavity and different Reynolds numbers are studied.
Introduction
The main problem is to solve two-dimensional NavierStokes equations. I will consider two different mathematical formulations of that problem:
• u, v, p primitive variables formulation
• ζ, ψ vorticity-stream function approach I will provide full solution with both of these methods. First we will consider three standard, primitive component formulations, where fundamental Navier-Stokes equation will be solved on rectangular, staggered grid. Then, solution on non-staggered grid with vorticity-stream function form of NS equations will be shown.
Math background
We will consider two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in non-dimensional form 1 :
Where equation (2) is a continuity equation which has to be true for the final result.
Primitive variables formulation
First we will examine SIMPLE algorithm which is based on primitive variables formulation of NS equations. When we say "primitive variables" we mean u, v, p where u = (u, v) is a velocity vector, and p is pressure. We can rewrite equation (1) in differential form for both velocity components:
We rewrite continuity equation in the following form:
These equations are to be solved with SIMPLE method. 
SIMPLE algorithm
After that we use simple relations to obtain corrected values of pressure and velocity fields. Then we can check if solution is coverged.
2 Subscripts denote computational step, where "n+1" means current step.
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Figure 1: SIMPLE Flow Diagram

Numerical Methods in SIMPLE
Staggered Grid
For discretization of differential equations I am using staggered grid. In the figure (2) staggered grid for rectangular area is sketched. Primitive variables are placed in different places. In points i, j on a grid pressure P values, in points i + 0.5, j u x-velocity components and in points i, j + 0.5 v y-velocity components are placed. That simple model of staggered grid gives us possibility to use simple discretization with second order accuracy which will be discussed later. 
Discretization Schemes
Let us now examine some numerical methods used in presented solution. For algorithm presented in the figure (1) we have only three equations which have to be discretized on a grid. First we have momentum equations (3) and (4). Discrete schemes used in discretization of momentum equations are presented in a table (1) . Using presented discrete form of derivatives I obtain numerical scheme for momentum equations exactly in the form presented in [1] . Equations (3) , (4) discretized on staggered grid can be written 3 as follows 4 : (8) where A and B are defined as:
and respectively we define:
Now we have defined almost everything. Dotted velocities should be also defined. I use simple expressions for it:u
Poisson Equation
For equation I use simple iterative procedure. In the figure (3) points used for calculation of pressure at each (i, j) grid points are marked. I use simple 4 points scheme for Laplace operator. Directly from [1] expression for one iterative step of poisson equation solver can be written as follows:
where
That iterative procedure is rather simple -we use equation (21) for all interior points on a grid. After that one step of iterative procedure is done. Then we check if solution coverges. We can do it simply to check maximum change of pressure on a grid. If it is bigger than we continue iterative process. Solution should finish when pressure field is exactly coverged ( = 0, but in practice I use different value of for different physical properties of simulated models -it will be discussed later.
SIMPLE Revised algorithm
Solve Poisson eq. for (P n+1 ) using In the figure (4) I present SIMPLE Revised algorithm. It is easy to extend existing SIMPLE solution to be SIM-PLER one.
Treating the boundary conditions and numerical methods used in SIMPLER solution is almost the same as in SIMPLE, so I will not repeat myself.
Vorticity-Stream Function approach
Vorticity-Stream Function approach to two-dimensional problem of solving Navier-Stokes equations is rather easy. A different form of equations can be scary at the beginning but, mathematically, we have only two variables which have to be obtained during computations: stream vorticity vector ζ and stream function Ψ. First let us provide some definition which will simplify NS equation. The main goal of that is to remove explicitly Pressure from N-S equations. We can do it with the procedure as follows.
First let us define vorticity for 2D case:
And stream function definition is:
We can combine these definitions with equations (3) and (4). It will eliminate pressure from these momentum equations. That combination will give us non-pressure vorticity transport equation which in non-steady form can be written as follows:
Having combined equations (26), (27) and (28) we obtain poisson equation for the Ψ variable:
Now we have all definitions and equations which are needed for vorticity-stream solution. We will solve vorticity transport equation, then new values of ζ will be used to solve equation (30).
Differential Discretization
Type 
Non-Staggered Grid
Instead of using staggered grid in Vorticity-Stream approach, we will place both ζ and Ψ variables in the same place as it is shown in the figure (5) Figure 5 : ζ and Ψ variables in non staggered grid.
Discretization is straightforward and easier to implement in a non-staggered grid than in a staggered grid for the SIMPLE algorithm.
Discretization
We will use several schemes to discretize differential equation (26). For Poisson equation we will use the same technique which was presented in the SIMPLE algorithm description, so we will not repeat formulas 5 .
5 Formulas for poisson equation will be a little bit different but it is rather easy to obtain it by simple discretization of equation (30).
Vorticity-Stream function algorithm
Algorithm of solution for VS function solution is simplier than for SIMPLE method. It is sketched in the figure (6) . 
Two-dimensional Driven-Lid Cavity
Let us now provide some examples of practical calculation for implemented methods 6 . I will show results of DrivenLid Cavity flow -a standard CFD test case to check the solution.
Driven Cavity problem is sketched in the figure (7). Upper lid is moving with u velocity. Main goal is to solve NS equations inside the cavity to obtain velocity field (steady state). First of all we have to decide about boundary conditions for both: SIMPLE and VS approaches which will be quite different. 
Boundary Conditions -SIMPLE and SIMPLER
For SIMPLE(R) method we will use BC as follows: First we have to clear pressure values for all boundaries. We use simple expression:
where n is normal to the wall. It means that for all i = 0 . . . N X − 1 points of a grid we apply:
and
We apply that procedure for upper and lower wall respectively 7 . Then we have to take care of velocities. We would like to apply NOSLIP boundaries for Driven Cavity non-moving walls, so we have to zero values of velocities on every wall. First let us make trivial operation: for every
The same work should be done for u velocities, for i = 0 . . . N X − 1 and for j = N Y − 1. Especially for driven cavity problem we also have to set u velocity equal to 1.0 at j = 0 row, which is done in a straightforward way. One problem is to set boundary conditions at other walls, where no velocity grid points are present. We can do it with a simple linear interpolation of near velocities i.e. for u velocity, for every j = 0 . . . N Y − 1 we set: 
The same condition is used for other walls and v velocity components.
Boundary Conditions -Vorticity Stream
In vorticity-stream formulation I use simple first order expressions for ζ derivatives at the wall. First, we have to set Ψ = 0 at all boundaries. Then for NOSLIP boundary walls we use expression (i.e. for j = ny − 1 row):
Results
In that section some numerical results of calculations with three different techniques will be presented. Since results of calculations are the same I will try to show and compare differences between methods (accuracy, convergence speed). Please note that all comments are under figures.
6.1 Vorticity-Stream, Driven Cavity, Re = 500, Grid: 40x40 ) different results appears. That results computed for Re = 300 and grid 30x30 shows that Vorticity-Stream function solver converge faster than SIMPLER and SIMPLE. Anyway -more carefully study should be made there to make sure about that results. On the y axis we have |v n−1 − v n | convergence coefficient.
Calculation For Flows over Obstacles
In that section I present some calculations made to test my SIMPLE solver for problems other than Driven Cavities.
There were some problems with boundary conditions and still more work is needed there, but fortunately results are really nice. 
Conclusion
I have developed three different methods for calculation of incompressible fluid flow. Tests for simple Driven Cavity problem were made. I compared convergence speed for all the methods and it seems that convergence speed depends on problem formulation and physical properties of simulated system. For future I will try to concern more on how to treat boundary conditions for both -pressure based and vorticity-stream function methods. Also some kind of user-friendly software will be released in near future. I would like to thank Grzegorz Juraszek for English language checking.
